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By turning waste into valuable resources and hence saving massive amounts of GHG and
energy, plastics recycling is at the core of the circular economy. Automotive plastics’ recyclers
have developed during the last decades state-of-art post-treatment technologies to efficiently
separate and then recycle plastics from end-of-life vehicles (ELV); recycled plastics that once
compounded again in new vehicles, meet similar performance standards as those compounds
from virgin polymers.
In its substantiated call for recycled content of plastics in new cars, EuRIC outlines the state
of play of plastics in the automotive sector and highlights the need for an increase content of
recycled plastics thanks to targets to be set in the ELV Directive currently under revision. Such
targets will directly support the ambitious goal set by the Plastic Strategy of reaching 10 million
tons recycled plastics used to make products in the EU by 2025 and, above all, the overarching
objectives of the Green Deal to be further cemented in the forthcoming Circular Economy Action
Plan to boost circularity and combat global warming.
For Paul Mayhew, President of EuRIC’s Plastic Recycling Branch (EPRB) and General
Manager at MBA Polymers, the binding post-consumer recycled content targets for
thermoplastics in cars of 25% by 2025, 30% by 2030 and 35% by 2035 are entirely realistic. They
reflect what frontrunners in the automotive industry already do in some of their flagships models
or are planning to do thanks to mature technologies for high quality plastics recycling from ELVs
developed by the industry over the last two decades. What is missing in order to make current
best practices the norm, is binding targets which provide the certainty needed by recyclers to
scale up existing facilities and invest into new ones.
Last but not least, such targets would benefit from targeted eco-design measures in the
form of best practices to ensure that additives or mixtures in plastic parts can easily be separated
at recycling stage through a constructive dialogue with the car industry. A dialogue that EuRIC is
looking forward to intensify.

EuRIC - The European Recycling Industries’ Confederation - is the umbrella organisation for recycling industries.
Through its Member Federations from 21 EU&EFTA countries, EuRIC represents across Europe over:
•
•
•

5,500+ companies generating an aggregated annual turnover of about 95 billion €, including
large companies and SMEs, involved in the recycling and trade of various resource streams;
300,000 local jobs which cannot be outsourced to third EU countries;
Million tons of waste recycled per year (metals, ELV, WEE, paper, glass, plastics, textiles, tyres and
beyond).

By turning wastes into resources, recyclers play a key role in bridging resource efficiency, climate change policy
and industrial transition.
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